Measures for pathway analysis in brain white matter using diffusion tensor images.
In this paper we discuss new measures for connectivity analysis of brain white matter, using MR diffusion tensor imaging. Our approach is based on Riemannian geometry, the viability of which has been demonstrated by various researchers in foregoing work. In the Riemannian framework bundles of axons are represented by geodesics on the manifold. Here we do not discuss methods to compute these geodesics, nor do we rely on the availability of geodesics. Instead we propose local measures which are directly computable from the local DTI data, and which enable us to preselect viable or exclude uninteresting seed points for the potentially time consuming extraction of geodesics. If geodesics are available, our measures can be readily applied to these as well. We consider two types of geodesic measures. One pertains to the connectivity saliency of a geodesic, the second to its stability with respect to local spatial perturbations. For the first type of measure we consider both differential as well as integral measures for characterizing a geodesic's saliency either locally or globally. (In the latter case one needs to be in possession of the geodesic curve, in the former case a single tangent vector suffices.) The second type of measure is intrinsically local, and turns out to be related to a well known tensor in Riemannian geometry.